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Wave Mode. The pleasure of choosing

Wave Mode is the modular contactless
lock for hotels and other communities that
combines the most advanced technologies
with simplicity of use.

It is possible to conﬁgure Wave Mode combining materials, ﬁnishes and models* of trims with the different contactless readers,
satisfying any design requirements.

Wave Mode modularity allows a perfect blending with any type of door and décor.

The handles:
Meribel: classic

Wave Mode extends its range with a new
generation of trims.

Tokyo: ergonomic
design for maximum
comfort

Tokyo EN179:
anti-panic furniture
compliant with
requirements for EN179

The evolution towards a robust, elegant
and easy to install lock, able to satisfy the
requirements of both new and existing
buildings.

Contactless reader ﬁnishes:

A solution allowing easy migration from
existing systems, mechanical or electronic,
to contactless technology, thanks to the
capacity of the new trims to cover existing
door cuts.

Ferrite (00)

Silver (A3)

Gold (A6)

Trims materials and ﬁnishes:

Beneﬁts

Aluminium: a durable
elegance, ideal for outdoor
installations

- Robust and elegant;
- covers of existing door cuts;

Brass: a classic
elegance
Anthracite (A9)

Silver (A3)

Polished brass (00)

Satin brass (A1)

- minimal door preparation required;
- easy installation.
Gold (A6)

TECHNICAL DATA

CERTIFICATIONS
CISA has obtained the certiﬁcation of Wave Mode lock with handle Serie Tokyo EN179 anti panic
handles in compliance with the norm EN179-2008. With effect 1st January 2010 it will be compulsory
to use this type of handle in all commercial buildings in case of emergency.
Wave Mode is compliant to the european directive on the electromagnetic compatibility 89/336/CEE
and subsequent modiﬁcations (92/31/CEE – 93/68/CEE).
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*Designed by CISA, made by HOPPE.
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